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For the last decade we have seen that there is an extensive increase in the
computer and network area. There is faster hardware and sophisticated software
that are been release time to time. Even so there are still problems in the field of
science, engineering, and business which cannot dealt effectively with the new era
of supercomputers. The objective of this paper is to design and implement the
wireless simulation for grid computing architecture. The problem that has been
state here is whether it is possible or not to design and implement the wireless
grid computing in order to enhance the grid computing utilization. This paper is
focus onthe designing and implementing the wireless grid computing architecture
that will enhance the performance. This project will have 3 phases which is phase
1 consist of system identification and requirement analysis, phase 2 consist of
project design and project development and lastly code and unit testing for phase
3. For this project, it will focus on how the wireless architecture can enhance the
gridcomputing usage in the network management.
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1.1 Background of Study
Based on the popularity ofusing the powerful computers and high speed network
technologies is changing the way we use computers today. These technology
opportunities have led us to the possibility to use the distributed computer that is
known as Grid computing. Grid computing is a form ofdistributed computing that
involves coordinating and sharing computing, application, data, storage, or
network resources across dynamic and geographically dispersed organizations.
"Grid computing enables virtual organizations to share geographically distributed
resources as they pursue common goals, assuming the absence of central location,
central control and an existing trust relationship" (Ahmar Abbas, 2003, Grid
Computing: APractical Guide to Technology and Applications).
The distributed computing is a part of network management that the author must
know before proceed with the detail how to manage the wireless network for the
Grid Computing. In general, network management is a service that employs a
variety of tools, applications, and devices to assist human network managers in
monitoring and maintaining networks. The study of network management
configuration is important for the author besides design the suitable architecture
of Grid Computing. This project focuses on how the distributed computing is
applied in the wireless network. The network management configuration is to
simplify the devices or medium that will be used for this project. This will help in
reducing the time using and errors occurs due to on misconfiguration ofnetwork
devices. This is because the wireless technology is different from the wired
technology. There is many things that need to be covered such as the network
congestion control and security controls. Therefore, a study of wireless
technology needs to be done before implementing this project for better
performance.
Wireless technology established their connection without a connection cable.
Wireless network utilize radio waves and/or microwaves to maintain
communication channels between computers. The wireless technology rapidly has
been increasing and gains the popularity in the business environment. Their
technology has been improved and their high cost technology isdecreased.
With the capability to solve various type of networking problem, grid computing
can be considered as a solutionfor the networking problems. Since the technology
is rapidly increase the wireless grid computing may become one of the greatest
technologies in thesecomputer andnetwork era.
1.2 Problem Statement
Grid architecture providing the protocols, services and software development kits
needed to enable flexible, controlled resource sharing on a large scale. The grid
architecture will be used for this project. There are several processors that will be
integrated and connected to each other for the distributing the tasks. This grid
architecture required network manageable skills in order to distribute the task and
also the wireless technology needs to be applied for this project. The main
problem for the grid computing is their fixed location computers and static ways
of distributed computing. Therefore, to solve this problem the wireless grid
computing need to be implementing. The wireless grid computing can create the
mobility and ad hoc resource sharing. The wireless technology also has their
limitation. This is because the wireless network speed is low compared to the
Ethernet and also the signal may be blocked by the wall or furniture in the
building. The possibility in designing and implementing the wireless grid
computing might be the problem for this project. Quoted from website at
http://www.alzinfo.org/ "I've been involved in the business over ten years now
and we still have not cracked this network management issue in grid architecture,"
Dowler Concedes. From the situation and based on the statement above, these
network management project is focus on how to configure the network and to
apply the wireless technology into the grid computing technology. The wireless
grid computing will bring new challenges to the wired grid computing. The
wireless grid computing will enhance the utilization of the grid computing itself
with emergence of the wireless devices.
1.3 Objective and Scope of Study
In order to complete this project within thetime limit and the scope given, several
objectives has been identified. The main objective is to design and implement of
wireless for grid computing architecture. There are some classification that might
be used to understand more about the shareable resources, the places of use, and
ownership and control patterns within which wireless grids will operate. The grid
computing is a static way of distributed computing while the wireless grid put
some advance in mobile utility and ad hoc resource sharing for the user. Before
the design and implementation takes part, a research of grid computing and the
possibilities of implement it in the wireless technology need to be done.
Therefore, this project have to design and implement the suitable grid
architecture that may help to manage the network and to control changes to the
configuration of the wireless network devices which automatically enable the
network distribute the task to others processors.
The scope of this study is to design and implement the wireless grid computing
for distributing the task to each computer that will enhance the performance of
each computer. The network management will help in design and analyze
wireless networks that can provide QoS guarantees and high communication
performance. This project will focus on the network management inwireless grid
computing.The network configuration management is to configure the network in
grid architecture which automatically enables the network to distribute the task to




Grid computing (or the use ofa computational grid) is applying the resources of
many computers in a network to a single problem at the same time - usually to a
scientific or technical problem that requires a great number of computer
processing cycles or access to large amounts ofdata [12]. Awell-known example
of grid computing in the public domain is the ongoing SETI (Search for
Extraterrestrial Intelligence) Home project in which thousands of people are
sharing the unused processor cycles of their PCs in the vast search for signs of
"rational" signals from outer space. According to John Patrick, IBM's vice-
president for Internet strategies, "the next big thing will be grid computing."
The definition ofGrid Computing resource sharing has since changed based upon
experiences, with more focus now being applied to a sophisticated form of
coordinated resource sharing distributed throughout the participants in a virtual
organization. This application concept of coordinated resource sharing includes
any resources available within a virtual organization, including computing power,
data, hardware, software and applications, networking services, and any other
forms ofcomputing resource attainment. Long discussed, grid computing is alive
and kicking and coming to a data center near you.
Why grid now? The time is right. By many accounts, average system utilization
across organizations is 15% to 20%, while obviously the ideal would be about
80%.
And some 20% of IS budgets goes to operations today, marginally less than the
25% thatgoes to capital investments. (By John Dix, Network World, 02/14/05)
Until now, the problem withgrid computing has been a lackof common software
for developers to work with. One good way to gauge a newtechnology's degree of
acceptance is to observe whether it has moved out of the laboratory and onto store
shelves ~ from science to commerce. According to that measure, grid computing
is just coming of age. Often called the next big thing in global Internet
technology, grid computing employs clusters of locally or remotely networked
machines to work on specific computational projects. (Tim McDonald July 24,
2002 4:22PM)
The Grid refers to an infrastructure that enables the integrated, collaborative, and
coordinated use of distributed heterogeneous computing resources, such as
computers, networks, databases, and scientific instruments owned and managed
by multiple organizations (Foster and Kesselman, 1999). Since the very early
stages of the evolution of the Grid, middleware has been a primary focus of
software development and research effort (Foster etal 2001). When the network
is as fast as the computer's internal links, the machine disintegrates across the net
into a set of special purpose appliances. - (Gilder Technology Report, June 2000).
(Ian Foster)
Through implementing this type of Grid Computing environment, these resources
are immediately available to the authenticated users for resolving specific
problems. These problems may be a software capability problem (e.g., modeling,
simulation, word processing, etc.) or hardware availability and/or computing
capacity shortage problems (e.g., processor computing resources, data
storage/access needs, etc.)[4]. While on another level, these problems may be
related to a networking bandwidth availability problem, the need for immediate
circuit provisioning ofa network, a security event orother event correlation issue,
and many more types of critical environmental needs.
Based upon the specific problem dimension, any given problem may have one or
more resolution issues to address. For example, in the above case there are two
sets of users, each witha need to solve two different types of problems.
Today, Grid Computing offers many solutions that already address and resolve
the above problems. Grid Computing solutions are constructed using a variety of
technologies and open standards. Grid Computing, in turn, provides highly
scalable, highly secure, and extremely high-performance mechanisms for
discovering and negotiating access to remote computing resources in a seamless
manner [13]. This makes it possible for the sharing ofcomputing resources, on an
unprecedented scale, among an infinite number of geographically distributed
groups.
2.2 Wireless Network
Wireless data communication systems can provide remote or mobile users with
different forms of wireless data service in a cost-effective and timely manner. In
general, wireless data communications can be categorized into mobile data
networks, and wireless local area networks (LAN)[5].Mobile data networks
support a large number ofusers in arelatively wide area at a low data rate. Mobile
data networks are widely used in short message applications, such as paging and
electronic mail [5].
Awireless LAN typically supports a small number ofusers ata high data rate ina
well-defined indoor area. A wireless LAN is commonly used in high-speed local
data communications such as file transfer, data terminal, and remote login in
distributed file systems [5]. Most ofpeople know choose the wireless technology
because it can eliminate expensive wireline installations and can support fast
changing work environments by providing virtual data connections for temporary
events. As high-performance portable computers continue to become more widely
used and more dependent on networking, wireless local area networks present a
promising solution.
Innovation in wireless technology continually introduces new devices, with new
challenges to the grid [Lehr and McKnight, 2003, Anius and McKnight 2002)].
Wireless devices are increasing in numbers, and their power is growing. Wireless
laptops rival the power ofmainframes just a few generations ago. Cellular and
802.11 networks are increasing the connectivity of these devices. These new
devices bring challenges to the grid paradigm because their mobility will create
additional constraints on grid protocols [McKnight 2003]. Policy as well as
technical and business challenges arise from the confluence of grid computing
and mobile and nomadic devices, services, applications, and users [McKnight
2002].
2.3 Wireless grid computing
Grid computing uses the power ofmany computers that is connected via network
in order to accomplish one computer could not accomplish alone. Grid computing
takes advantage of several networked computers to create a virtual computer
architecture that can distribute data across a parallel infrastructure. Grid
computing uses the power ofseveral computers to solve one large-scale problem,
something that would be impossible using only one computer at a time. Devices
on the wireless grid will be not only mobile but nomadic which is shifting across
institutional boundaries. The wireless grid extends this potential to mobile,
nomadic, or fixed-location devices temporarily connected via and ad hoc wireless
networks [McKnight 2003, Gaynor 2003]. The wireless grid makes it easier to
extend grid computing to large numbers of devices that would otherwise be
unable to participate and share resources. Wireless grids resemble networks
already found in connection with agricultural, transportation, air-quality,






Figure 1: Dynamic andfixed wireless grids.
Here we se two types ofwireless grids: those composed ofunknown mobile users
and devices engaged in ad hoc resource sharing and service creation in a
particular location, and those composed of components with known identities
managed within a stable institutional structure. [McKnight 2004, Bradner 2004].
Wireless grids offer a wide variety ofpossible applications. They can reach both
geographic locations and social settings that computers have not traditionally
penetrated. Wireless grids present three novel elements [McKnight 2004, Bradner
2004]:
• New resources
• New places of use, and
• New institutional ownership and control patterns
Wireless devices bring new resources to distributed computing. In addition to
typical computational resources such as processor power, disk space, and
applications, wireless devices increasingly employ cameras, microphones, GPS
receivers, and accelerometers, as well as an assortment ofnetwork interfaces (cell,
radio, Wi-Fi, and Bluetooth) [McKnight 2004, Bradner 2004]. The wireles
devices are loaded withthis new hardware and software technology features. It is
likely that as they become more pervasive, more features will be added. It has
been observed that actually very few of the features are actually used inany such
feature-rich system [9], Wiereless devices are limited in resources: bandwidth,
power, memory, storage, etc [9].
Wireless grid networks inherit the three main characteristics ofthe general grid in
a wired networking environment (Foster 2002) that include:
• Geographically distributed and decentralized resource coordination
• Standard andopenservices andprotocols
• Nontrivial QoS support for computing and networked applications
Wireless grids present an opportunity to leverage available resources by enabling
sharing between wireless and non wireless resources [8].
People increasingly take wireless devices with them to new places, in both their
personal and professional lives. The numbers of those devices that include sensors
are growing. In fact, the pervasive mobile is developing into asuper-sensor. From
shopping malls to medical disaster areas, sporting events, and warehouse floors,
wireless devices are on the verge of becoming ubiquitous. Wireless grids present
an opportunity to levberage available resources by enabling sharing between
wireless and non-wireless resources [McKnight 2004, Bradner 2004].
2.4 Coordinating Behavior in Wireless Grids
Grid computing focuses on the large-scale sharing of computing resources such as
software, hardware, databases and data sources [Foster 2001,2002]. Wireless
grids organized as ad hoc networks represent the epitome of this evolution
[McKnight 2003, Gaynor 2003, McKnight and Howison 2003].
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There are four prototypical ways in which coordinate and allocate resources in
distributed networks. These four principal mechanisms are relevant for
coordinating behavior in wireless grids and other distributed computing networks.





The growth of wireless accelerates these trends because it increases opportunities
for computing to become ubiquitous, the heterogeneity of networking resources
that need to be managed, and the share number of end nodes that need to be
managed. In a wireless grid the edges nodes are the network. Designers and
network managers of an ad hoc wireless grid will need to anticipate the strategic
behavior of the end-nodes that will comprise the network. Wireless grids are
emerging from the coalescene of a number of independent research efforts and
industry. Wirelss grids will not be computing network separate from the
social/economic framework in which they operate [McKnight 2003, Lehr 2003,
Howison 2003].
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Figure 2: A wireless grid issues and standards map. The variety of issues and
technologies illustrates how complex the needs of wireless grids are [McKnight
2004, Bradner 2004].
2.5 Characteristics of Wireless Grids
Wireless grid application requirements may have significant effects on advanced
network architectures. Research on wireless power constrained device and grid
application requirements may also help clarify some of the remaining critical
research challenges to be overcome [Park 2003]. Ian Foster [Foster 2001]
discusses the virtual nature of organizations built around distributed computing
because the boundaries of the physical organization are ephemeral when working
in a distributed computing environment.
The mobility of small, wireless devices creates tremendous opportunities to grow
the diversity of devices and users that utilize the grid, and enhance the services
available on the grid. These mobile devices have very different constraints than
12
typical grid servers and clients. Their communication and computation abilities
are limited because of power constraints, small screen real estate, and the
transitive nature of their connection to network infrastructures. This new devices
of wireless technology are expect to enhance the benefits of belonging to a virtual
organization when they are integrated into the grid [18].
Wireless grid networks inherit the three main characteristics of the general grid in
a wireless networking environment: 1) decentralized resource coordination 2)
standard and open service and protocols 3) nontrivial QoS support [Foster 2002a].
The ad hoc dynamic nature of small mobile devices differ form traditional grid
servers and clients. The decentralized resource coordination is proposed for the
markets and their enabling mechanisms because the markets will consist of
heterogeneous and dynamic resources that need to be coordinated (not centrally)







Figure 3: Residential community modelfor wireless grid computing architecture.
2.6 The New Requirements for Wireless Grid Computing
There are many technical concerns with integrating wireless devices into the grid
paradigm including [Gaynor, McKnight, Hwang, and Freedman]:
• Service discovery and service advertisement - perhaps most
important in a dynamic ad hoc wireless network is detecting what
services exist, how much they cost, and how these services will be
used. This approach is to determine the optimum usage of the
wireless grid itself.
• Network structure and management - a dynamic ad hoc
environment demands a combination of distributed and centralized
architecture. A wireless grid with island-like attributes demands a
distributed structure because connection to a centralized control
cannot be guaranteed. A wireless grid also needs centralized
14
management to be scalable, and allow efficient provision of
services. It is equally important to allow successful services to be
provided in a scalable architecture so that many users can benefit
from it.
Security - in this section the concern is how the wireless security is
different from the wired technology. In any wireless environment
security is critical to successful adoption. Many wireless devices






The methodology of this project can be divided into 3 phases. The first phase
involves System Identification and Requirement Analysis. The second phases are
Project Design and Project Development. The last phase is Code and Unit
Testing. However, due to the limited time given, the details of this methodology
are not able to be identified yet. Thus it will be explained in the next report.

















Figure 4: Project Methodology
3.1.1 Phase 1
The main focus on this phase is making research on the project identification. It
deals with the understanding requirements of the system, and how these
requirements will accomplish. Project identification is studied thoroughly to
define the problems, objectives and opportunities.
• System Identification
In this stage, the author involves with identifying problems,
opportunities and objectives of the project. These three important
components were recognized from the research and investigation
that had been done. The problem rose when all of the processors
are able to be integrated using the wireless and automatically




The requirement document consist the identification of software,
hardware and system requirement. Basically, this phase is trying to
resolve 'what' issues in a project. Among the tools used to define
information requirements in this project are investigating data and
information from Internet, observing and gathering information by
doing research on the existing system and research. The
requirements identified are the system needs to use suitable
architecture with network management software as a server.
3.1.2 Phase 2
In the second phase the architecture of the system will be established. The
architecture defines the components, their interfaces and behaviors. The
deliverable for this phase is the design architecture and project development.
Given the architecture from the design phase and requirement, the author will
develop the system by following the requirement. The implementation deals with
issues of quality, performance, baseline and debugging.
• Project Design
Details on computer programming and environments, client server
system, packages, application architecture, distributed architecture
layering, memory size, platform, data structure and other system
details are established in this phase. Information that collects
during phase 1 will be used to accomplish the logical design of
architecture.
• Project Development
This process resembles software development because it involves
using a specific syntax for encoding the network configuration




In many methodologies, the testing phase is a separate phase in which is
performed after the implementation is accomplished. When doing testing on a
system, the author should consider the quality, stability, performances, and
efficiency of the system.
• Code and Unit Testing
The purpose of this testing is to catch the problem before the
system is signed over the users. Any errors that encountered will
be debugged in this phase. The application is tested in several
computer anduser to recognize the problems.
3.2 Tools and Equipments Required
The tools that are used throughout this project also must be identified. Basically, the
tools used are divided into three parts which software, hardware and documents. The
lists of the tools used are described as below:-
3.2.1 Software
• Windows XP professional or Home Edition
• Acrobat Reader 5.0
• Windows 2000 server
Visual Studio.NET
This tools used for implementing the programming in collaboration
with Alchemi software
• Alchemi
• A .NET API and tools to develop .NET grid applications and grid-
enable legacy applications.
3.2.2 Hardware







This section will discuss the result from this project. The result can be achieved
from the research that have been made earlier by the author. In this section also
there are some discussions about the related issues for this project. Basically, the
result will be the evaluation ofthe end product, which is thenetwork management
in the wireless grid computing.
The research and finding must meet the requirement to fulfill the objectives ofthe
project. The expected end result of this project is to enable the network to process
the distributed jobs as asolution for network management as well as configure the
network which can automatically distribute the tasks if one or more processor has
a problem or fault has occurred (up/down) using the wireless technology. The
application is expected to be used in the future in managing the network in the
wireless grid computing.
From the earlier research, the author found that until now, the problem with grid
computing has been a lack of common software for developers to work with,
largely because grids rely on Internet-based software. Therefore the suitable and
successful network management in inquired to manage the network in grid
architecture or High Performance Computer. It is also difficult in enhancing the
grid computing technology to the wireless grid computing which means that the
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nomadic devices can come in to share the resources and after the device finish it
task then it will be replaced by another devices.
Grid computing appears to be a promising trend for three reasons, its ability to
make more cost-effective use of a given amount of computer resources, as a way
to solve problems that can not be approached without an enormous amount of
computing power, and because it suggests that the resources of many computers
can be cooperatively and perhaps synergistically harnessed and managed as a
collaboration toward a common objective. In some grid computing systems, the
computers may collaborate rather than being directed by one managing computer.
With the wireless grid computing, it will enhance the utilization of the grid
computing by providing such nomadic devices that is put with the new technology
like the infrared technology, Bluetooth technology and WiFi technology.
From the research also the author found that the grid computing distributed its
resources to offer a various collection of services over a network of connected
wireless devices. The continuing growth of wireless services brings many new
devices, new applications, as well as many new technical, economic and policy
challenges, to wireless Internet access to virtual markets on the grid [Lehr 2003,
McKnight 2002a, Anius 2003]. These challenges include resource discovery and
sharing in dynamic ad-hoc network environments, power and bandwidth
management including for power constrained devices, user interface design for
mobile devices, business models, and policy infrastructure [Gaynor 2003, Hwang
2003, McKnight 2002b].
4.2 Grid Components
Essentially, grids are built from clusters of computer servers joined together over
a local area network (LAN) or over the Internet. There are several development
tools thatcanfacilitate the growth and adoption of grid computing.
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One of those tools is Globus, a research and development project focused on
helping software developers apply the grid concept. The Globus toolkit, the
group's primary offering, is a set ofcomponents that can be used to develop grid
applications. For each component in the toolkit, Globus provides an API
(application programmer interface) for use by software developers.
The other tool than Globus is MPI which stands for Message Parsing Interface.
One of the tools is MPICH. MPICH is a freely available, portable implementation
of MPI, the Standard for message-passing libraries. MPICH is an all-new
implementation of MPI, designed to support research into high-performance
implementations of MPI functionality. In addition to the features in MPICH, it
includes support for one-side communication, dynamic processes,
intercommunicate collective operations, and expanded MPI-IO functionality.
Clusters consisting ofboth single-processor and SMP nodes are supported.
MPICH is a unified source distribution, supporting most flavors of UNIX and
recent versions of Windows. In additional, binary distributions are available for
Windows platforms.
Alchemi is an open source software framework that allows you to painlessly
aggregate the computing power of networked machines into a virtual
supercomputer (computational grid) and to develop applications to run on the
grid.
Ithas been designed with the primary goal ofbeing easy to use without sacrificing
power and flexibility.
Alchemi includes:
• The runtime machinery (Windows executables) to construct
computational grids.
• A .NET API and tools to develop .NET grid applications and grid-
enable legacy applications.
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4.3 Power to the People
Research scientists historically have been attracted to manage the network in grid
computing because it uses the power of idle computers to work on difficult
computational problems.
The technology will enable universities and research institutions to share their
supercomputers, servers and storage capacity, allowing them to perform massive
calculations quickly andrelatively cheaply.
4.4 Sharing Data
Until now, the problem with grid computing has been a lack of common software
for developers to work with, largely because grids rely on Internet-based
software. Therefore the suitable and successful network management in inquired
tomanage the network ingrid architecture orHigh Performance Computer.
"Scientists are now sharing data and instrumentation on an unprecedented scale,
and other geographically distributed groups are beginning to work together in
ways that were previously impossible," according to the Grid Research
Integration Deployment and Support Center.
4.5 Functions and Services
Grid computing appears to be a promising trend for three reasons, its ability to
make more cost-effective use of a given amount of computer resources, as a way
to solve problems that can't be approached without an enormous amount of
computing power, and because it suggests that the resources of many computers
can be cooperatively and perhaps synergistically harnessed and managed as a
collaboration toward a common objective. In some grid computing systems, the
computers may collaborate rather than being directed by one managing computer.
Grid implementations differ in the way they implement this abstraction. One of
the key differentiating features ofAlchemi is the way it abstracts the grid, with
the aim to make the process of developing grid software as easy as possible [21].
The next section expands on this. Alchemi on the other hand, primarily offers a
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more low-level (and hence more powerful) abstraction of the underlying grid by
providing a programming model that is object-oriented and that imitates
traditional multi-threaded programming. Alchemi is written for the .NET CLR
[22]. Hence all machines running any Alchemi software component must have the
.NET Framework installed. Additionally, the Alchemi API is closely tied in with
the .NET CLR and thus can only be used by .NET applications [23].
4.6 How the Alchemi works
There are four types of distributed components (nodes) involved in the
construction of Alchemi grids and execution of grid applications: Manager,
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Figure 5: An Alchemi Grid
The grid architecture that is shown in Figure 5 will be used in this project. The
author needs to setup the Alchemi grid architecture and then transform it to the
wireless technology.
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Agrid is created by installing Executors on each machine that is to be part ofthe
grid and linking them to a central Manager component. The Windows installer
setup that comes with the Alchemi distribution and minimal configuration makes
it very easy to set up a grid.
An Executor can be configuring to be dedicated (meaning the Manager initiates
thread execution directly) or non-dedicated (meaning that thread execution is
initiated by the Executor.) Non-dedicated Executors can work through firewalls
and NAT servers since there is only one-way communication between the
Executor and Manager. Dedicated Executors are more suited to an intranet
environment and non-dedicated Executors are more suited to the Internet
environment.
Users can develop, execute and monitor grid applications using the .NET API and
tools which are part of the Alchemi SDK. Alchemi offers a powerful grid thread
programming model which makes it very easy to develop grid applications and a
grid job model for grid-enabling legacy ornon-.NET applications.
An optional component (not shown) is the Cross Platform Manager web service
which offers interoperability with custom non-.NET grid middleware.
4.7 Grid Architecture
Grid architecture is important aspect ofthis project. The design of the architecture
is vital in order to ensure that the grid computing facility will be able to be build
thus ensure that the network is able to distribute the jobs and task to others
processors if fault and failure (up/down) occurred in grid architecture. Grid
architecture that has been identified and used in the project is from author's









Based on the architecture, the author assembles computing resource (in this
project, the workstation) and connects it through grid network. Grid network that
have been set up was using existing Ethernet connection and workstation are
connect using a hub. Then after the entire grid is setup using the wired Ethernet,
the transformation from wired to wireless technology need to be apply.
4.8 Alchemi Installation
In development process, the author is using an Open Source tool known as
Alchemi. Alchemi is a unified source distribution, supporting most flavors of
UNIX and recent versions of Windows. In additional, binary distributions are
available for Windows platforms. The main requirement for Alchemi is Microsoft
.NET Framework 1.1. Then the Alchemi manager installation needs to be done.
For this project the author used the Alchemi version 1.0 beta. Installing an
Alchemi application need to apply after the author install the Microsoft .NET
Framework 1.1.
4.8.1 Alchemi Manager
To install Alchemi manager SQL Server 2000 or MSDE 2000 is needed. The
Alchemi manager can be installed as a normal Windows desktop application or as
a windows service. To install the manager as a windows application, use the
Manager Setup installer. For service-mode installation uses the Manager Service
Setup. Before install the Alchemi manager, the author need to install the SQL
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Server 2000 or MSDE 2000 first. The system administrator (sa) password need to
be consider in either case. The system administrator (sa) account is created during
the installation process and the system administrator (sa) account has full rights in
the SQL Server environment. By default, the system administrator (sa) password
is blank, unless you change the password when you run the MSDE Setup
program.
4.8.2 Alchemi Executor
The Alchemi executor can be installed as a normal Windows desktop application
or as a windows service. Install the Executor via the Executor installer and follow
the on-screen instructions. The Executor is configured from the application itself.
You need to configure 2 aspects of the Executor:
• The host and port of the Manager to connect to.
• Dedicated / non-dedicated execution. A non-dedicated Executor
executes grid threads on a voluntary basis (it requests threads to
execute from the Manager), while a dedicated Executor is always
executing grid threads (it is directly provided grid threads to
execute by the Manager). Anon-dedicated Executor works behind
firewalls.
The Executor only utilises idle CPU cycles on the machine and does not impact
on the CPU usage of running programs.
4.8.3 Software Development Kit
The Alchemi also has come out with it SDK tools. The SDK can be unzipped at





The Console (Alchemi.Console.exe) is a grid administration and monitoring tool.
It is located in the bin directory. Alchemi.Core.dll is a class library for creating
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grid applications to run on Alchemi grids. It is located inthe bin directory. Itmust
be referenced from by all your grid applications. The examples directory contains
several example grid applications that let you test grid creation and demonstrate
grid programming. You can verify successful setup ofa grid by running a sample
application on it. The examples directory in the SDK contains anumber ofsample
applications.
4.8.4 Cross Platform Manager
To install the Cross Platform Manager it will requires the Internet Information
Services (IIS) and ASP.NET. Install the XPManager web service via the Cross
Platform Manager installer. The web service interfaces with the Manager. The
Manager must therefore be running and started for the web service to work.
4.9 Results and Analysis
4.9.1 Results of Comparison between using 3 executors and 4
executors
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Figure 7: CPUPower - Availability & Usagefor 4 executors
All of 4 executors are turn on and connected to the manager. The figure above
shows the system statistics and a real time graph of power availability and usage.
The Executor only utilises idle CPU cycles on the machine and does not impact
on the CPU usage of running programs.
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Figure 8: CPUPower - Availability & Usagefor 3 executors
The figure 8 above shows the system statistics and a real time graph of power
availability and usage for 3 executors. It shows how the availability and usage
when the executors process the distributed jobs.
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4.9.2 Comparison the availability and usage of CPU power between
wired and wireless grids
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Figure 9: CPU Power - Availability and usagefor wireless grid
The figure 9 above shows the system statistics and a real time graph of power
availability and usage for 3 executors. It shows how the availability and usage
when the executors process the distributed jobs. This figure shows the process of
jobs distributing in wireless grid computing.
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Figure 10: CPU Power -Availability and usagefor wired grid
Figure 9and 10 show the comparison in availability and usage for CPU power in
wired and wireless grid. As we can see, the wireless grid will use more CPU
power in executing and distributing the task/jobs. The availability for the CPU
power in wireless grid also decreased compare to wired grid.
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4.9.3 Result for CPU usage of the executors
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02DTC13 9001 executor True True ] 0145912
02DTC14 9001 executor True True 3 0145646
02DTC15 9D01 executor True True 2392 ,0 0145779
02DTC1B 9001 executor False True 2392 0 001328S9
02DTC13 9001 executor False True 2392 0105633
02DTC14 9001 executor False True 2392 0 043654
02DTC15 9001 executor raise True 2392 0 0213154
02DTC1B 9001 executor False True 2392 10 0309897
02DTC15 9001 eiecutor raise True 2392 0 0194682
02DTC14 9001 executor Take True 2392 0
02DTC18 9000 executor False True 2392 ,0 00132889
02DTC15 9001 executor False True 2392 !°
02DTC14 9D01 executor False True 2392 0
02DTC1B 9001 executor False True 2392 ,0 00847831
02DTC1S 9001 executor False True 2392 0 0148703
02DTC13 9001 executor ,False True 2392 0
02DTC15 9001 executor False True 2392 0 001328S9
02DTC14 9001 executor False True 2392 0 0299532
02DTC15 9001 executor False True 2392 0 0099268
02DTC14 9001 executor False True 2392 0
02DTC1S 9001 executor False True 2392 |0 0364248
02DTC14 9001 executor False True 2392 D 0145246
02DTC17 9001 executor False True 2392 0 0669627
02DTC15 9001 executor False True 2392 0 00730889
02DTC1B 9001 executor IFalse True 2392 0 00493018
02DTC13 9001 executor False True 2392 0 0298203
02DTC18 9001 executor False True 2392 0 0294083
02DTC1B 9001 executor False True 2392 0 021B868




Figure 11: CPU usages of3 executors after process the distributedjobs
Figure 11 above illustrate the CPU usage result of 3 executors while fault
occurred to one of the executors available. The total CPU usage will increase
because of the CPU power available decrease. The availability of remaining
processors will process the distributed jobs and distribute the jobs to remaining
executors.
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4.9.4 Results of time taken for distributed jobs
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Figure 12: Result of3 executors process the distributedjobs
Figure 12 above illustrate the result of time taken for 3 executors to process the
distributed jobs when fault occurred.
The result above was tested using the wired grid computing and wireless grid
computing. The availability in CPU power for wireless grid computing always
fluctuate compare to the wired grid computing. The wireless technology had a
limitation. The limitations of wireless technology are:
• Wireless systems are slower 10Mbps - 70Mbps
• Wireless signal may be affected by building constructions and electrical
devices.
• Security measures need to beputinto place to protect the network.
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4.9.5 Analysis of wireless technology
The Chart
Technology Speed Wireless Range Support Cost
Ethernet 10/100 lOOMbs N A A A
802.11b 11Mbps Y B A B
802,11a 52/72 Mbps Y C B C
PhoneLine 2.0 10Mbps N A B B
Gigabit Ethernet 1000Mbps N A D D
802.11g 22/54Mbps Y C NA MA
Firewire 400Mbps N D C A
Bluetooth 1,5Mbps Y D C C
HorneRF2.0 10Mbps Y B C C
PowerLine 14Mbps N A C C
Figure 13: The statistics and analysis ofwireless technology
Figure 13 shows the analysis that has been made for the wireless technology. This
analysis shows which technologies that have a wireless technology. It also analyst
the speed, range, support and cost for that technology. For the figure above 'A' is





Unlike conventional networks that focus on communication among devices, grid
computing harnesses idle processing cycles of all computers in a network for
solving problems too intensive for any stand-alone machine. Grid is an
infrastructure that involves the integrated and collaborative use of computers,
networks, databases and scientific instruments owned and managed by multiple
organizations. Grids enable the sharing, exchange, discovery, selection, and
aggregation of geographically/Internet-wide distributed heterogeneous
resources—such as computers, databases, visualization devices, and scientific
instruments. Accordingly, they have been proposed as the next-generation
computing platform and global cyber infrastructure for solving large-scale
problems in science, engineering, and business. Unlike traditional parallel and
distributed systems, Grids address issues such as security, consistent access,
dynamic discovery, dynamic aggregation, and quality-of-services. The Grid
infrastructure can benefit many applications, including collaborative engineering,
data exploration, high-throughput computing, and distributed supercomputing.
Utilizing the grid network for dynamic job submission and completion provides
an effective path and resource communication in a distributed wireless
environment. Adapting the wireless devices to the grid computing can enables an
extensive utilization of the network devices in the grid computing. The wireless




For the recommendation and for future upgrade, the grid computing can be
integrated with mobile phone in order to improve the usage of grid computing
technology. For the wireless technology, it need to be improve in order to make
sure the wireless grid computing can create effective path and resource
communication in a distributed wireless environment. The speed of this
technology need to improve for the purpose to have good and smooth processing
jobs in distributed computing. The security in the wireless technology must be
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[Creating Database Structure ]... [Done ]
[ Inserting Default Data ]... [Done 1
[Creating Configuration File 1... [Done ]
wrote'configuration file to CAProgram FilesSAIchemi\Manager\database\
[ Installation Complete! ]
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Figure 21: Alchemi Console - Users
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Figure 22: Choosing Wireless Network connection
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Figure 23: Wireless Network Connection Status
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